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DINI DERIVATIVES FOR EXCHANGEABLE INCREMENT PROCESSES
AND APPLICATIONS
OSVALDO ANGTUNCIO AND GERO´NIMO URIBE BRAVO
Abstract. Let X be an exchangeable increment (EI) process whose sample paths are of
infinite variation. We prove that, for any fixed t almost surely,
lim sup
hÑ0˘
pXt`h ´Xtq {h “ 8 and lim inf
hÑ0˘
pXt`h ´Xtq {h “ ´8.
This extends a celebrated result of Rogozin for Le´vy processes obtained in [Rog68], and
completes the known picture for finite-variation EI processes. Applications are numerous.
For example, we deduce that both half-lines p´8, 0q and p0,8q are visited immediately for
infinite variation EI processes (called upward and downward regularity). We also generalize
the zero-one law of Millar for Le´vy processes by showing continuity of X when it reaches
its minimum in the infinite variation EI case (cf. [Mil77]); an analogous result for all
EI processes links right and left continuity at the minimum with upward and downward
regularity. We also consider results of Durrett, Iglehart and Miller on the weak convergence of
conditioned Brownian bridges to the normalized Brownian excursion considered in [DIM77]
and broadened to a subclass of Le´vy processes and EI processes in [UB14, CUB15]. We prove
it here for all infinite variation EI processes. We furthermore obtain a description of the
convex minorant known for Le´vy processes found in [PUB12] and extended to non-piecewise
linear EI processes. Our main tool to study the Dini derivatives is a change of measure for
EI processes which extends the Esscher transform for Le´vy processes.
1. Statement of the results
Undoubtedly, Le´vy Processes are one of the most studied classes of stochastic processes.
A less known class which contains them is that of Exchangeable Increment (EI) processes
considered in general by Kallenberg in [Kal73].
Definition. A continuous time ca`dla`g R-valued stochastic process X “ pXt, t P r0, 1sq has
exchangeable increments if for every n ě 1, the random variables
X1{n,X2{n ´X1{n, . . . ,X1 ´Xpn´1q{n
are exchangeable.
Clearly, all Le´vy Processes are EI since iid random variables are exchangeable. Therefore,
one can inherit results for Le´vy processes from their counterparts for EI processes, as we
illustrate in this paper. However, conditioning a Le´vy process X by its final value (to obtain
the so called Le´vy bridges as in [CUB11] and [UB14]) or considering pXt ´ tX1, t ď 1q also
yield non-Le´vy EI processes, so that our results can be applied more broadly.
Also, the analysis of EI processes is sometimes aided by simple combinatorial considera-
tions. Indeed, for random walks, the combinatorial considerations of [Spi56] lead to a more
thorough understanding of the Fluctuation Theory (study of extremes) of random walks and
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Le´vy processes, and in particular of the celebrated arcsine law for symmetric random walks
and Le´vy processes; it also reobtains the following formula of [Kac54]
(1) E
ˆ
max
0ďkďn
Xk{n
˙
“
nÿ
k“1
1
k
E
´
X`
k{n
¯
.
More recently, [AP11] introduced a bijection on permutations which ultimately lead to a
description of the convex minorant of a (discrete time) EI process and reinterprets the fluc-
tuation theory of random walks. The Kac-Spitzer identity just displayed is interpreted as the
equality in law
(2) max
0ďkďn
Xk{n
d
“
Knÿ
i“1
“
XSi{n ´XSi´1{n
‰`
where 0 “ S0 ă S1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă SKn “ n is the partition obtained from a uniform stick breaking
process on t1, . . . nu independent of X. The link with the typical fluctuation theory (of ran-
dom walks and Le´vy processes) comes from considering a random n independent of X and
geometrically distributed. The partition is then seen to arise from a Poisson point process
and the right hand side becomes a compound Poisson distribution in the Random Walk or
Le´vy process case; cf. Theorem 4 in [AP11]. The description of the convex minorant for
discrete time EI processes is used here to prove an analogous theorem for continuous time
EI processes. The multidimensional case is much less studied, but the combinatorial lemma
of [BNB63], from which one obtains the expected characteristics of the convex hull of (2D)
random walks (like perimeter length or area) has been extended in various directions (and
dimensions!) including [RFW17, KVZ17a, KVZ17b, VZ18]. Still in the realm of fluctua-
tion theory, [Ber93] constructs (one-dimensional) random walks conditioned to stay positive
through a bijection on permutations; this result is used here to study continuity of an EI
process when it reaches its minimum. Away from random walks, (discrete time) EI processes
of a particular type are associated to trees (with a given degree distribution) in [BM14] and
combinatorial considerations give information on this probabilistic model.
Kallenberg obtained in [Kal73] the following representation of EI processes X: there exist
random variables α, β “ pβi, i P Nq, and σ ě 0 which are independent of an iid sequence of
uniform random variables pUi, i ě 1q, and of a Brownian bridge b, such that
Xt “ αt` σbt `
ÿ
iě1
βi r1Uiďt ´ ts .
When α, β and σ are deterministic, the EI process X is termed extremal. All EI processes
are therefore mixtures of extremal EI processes and we say that X has canonical parameters
pα, σ, βq.
Remark. Our results are stated for extremal processes. They can be generalized by condi-
tioning on the parameters, on the set where these satisfy the given hypotheses.
The sample paths of an extremal EI process X are of infinite variation if and only if
Infinite variation: either σ ą 0 or
ř
|βi| “ 8.
Our first result is the following:
Theorem 1. Let X be an extremal EI process of infinite variation. Then, for any fixed t
almost surely,
(3) lim sup
hÑ0
Xt`h ´Xt
h
“ 8 and lim inf
hÑ0
Xt`h ´Xt
h
“ ´8
3both from the left and from the right.
Reversibility for EI processes (the fact that pX1 ´ Xp1´tq´, t ď 1q has the same law as
X) implies that it is enough to handle the above theorem for the right-hand derivatives. By
exchangeability, it is enough consider t “ 0. We define
DpXq “ lim sup
hÑ0`
Xh
h
and DpXq “ lim inf
hÑ0`
Xh
h
.
In contrast, for finite variation EI processes X, which satisfy σ “ 0 and
ř
|βi| ă 8, we
can write them as Xt “ α˜t`
ř
i βi1Uiďt where α˜ “ α´
ř
i βi. Finite variation EI processes
therefore are characterized by the parameters pα˜, βq. It is well known thatDpXq “ DpXq “ α˜
almost surely (cf. [Kal05, Cor. 3.30]).
Theorem 1 was proved for Le´vy processes in [Rog68] by using an integro-differential equa-
tion initially found by Crame´r and later recognized and analyzed as a resolvent equation by
Watanabe in [Wat71]. Additional proofs, based on the fluctuation theory for Le´vy processes,
may be found in [Sat99, Ch. 9§47] and [Vig02]. Bertoin proved the limsup statement in the
spectrally positive EI case when (βi ě 0 for all i) in [Ber02] based on the results of Fristedt
from [Fri72]. Kallenberg takes results further by considering upper envelopes of EI processes
in [Kal05] by clever couplings with Le´vy processes. These results are nevertheless insufficient
to obtain Thereom 1. A particular case of the above result is found in [CUB15, Prop. 3.5]
under an additional hypothesis on β. Additionally, the same proposition proves Theorem 1
whenever σ ‰ 0 using the law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion. Hence, we could
assume that σ “ 0 in our proofs, but the method is robust enough to handle it. Actually, in
the Le´vy process setting, our method can also handle general Le´vy processes and gives and
independent proof of Rogozin’s result. This is done in Section 2, while Theorem 1 is proved
in Section 3.
Our next application is to show that the zero-one laws for Le´vy processes of Millar are
actually valid (and therefore a consequence) of the following result (cf. items a and b of
[Mil77, Thm. 3.1]) which links behaviour when reaching the minimum with behaviour at
time zero.
Definition. An EI process X is said to be upward regular if inf tt P r0, 1s : Xt ą 0u “ 0
almost surely. X is downward regular if ´X upward regular.
Knight has given in [Kni96] the following necessary and sufficient conditions forX to admit
a unique minimum in the extreme setting:
UM: either σ ‰ 0 or
ř
i 1βi‰0 “ 8 or
ř
i 1βi‰0 ă 8 and
ř
i βi ‰ α.
Theorem 2. Let X be an extremal EI process satisfying UM. Let X1 “ infsPr0,1sXs and let
ρ be the unique element of tt P r0, 1s : Xt ^Xt´ “ X1u. Then Xρ ą X1 if and only if X is
irregular upward and Xρ´ ą X1 if and only if X is irregular downward. In particular, X is
continuous at ρ if and only if X is both upward and downward regular and this holds on the
set where X has paths of infinite variation.
Millar actually proves the above result in the Le´vy process setting at more general random
times and refers to this as the pure behavior of Le´vy processes, while noting that it is rather
exceptional in the class of Markov processes. Millar also remarks that it is this zero-one
law which implies that the conditional law of Xρ`¨ given X¨^ρ depends only on X1 and Xρ.
The extension to general random times follows quite easily with Millar’s arguments from the
stated result above. When X is a Le´vy process of finite-variation, necessary and sufficient
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conditions for regularity have been found by Bertoin in [Ber97] in terms of the Le´vy measure.
We believe that a similar characterization should be available for EI processes in terms of β.
This is left as an open problem.
Regularity of half-lines for a Le´vy process has many other applications: it helps in obtaining
perfectness of the zero set and in constructing a continuous (Markovian) local time (Theorem
6.6 of [Kyp14]); it implies uniqueness for solutions of time-change equations used to construct
multitype branching processes (Lemma 6 in [CPGUB17]); it proves continuity of the Vervaat
transform for cyclically exchangeable processes ([CUB15]); regularity of p´8, 0q has been
used when pricing perpetual American put options, as a condition for smooth pasting (see
the discussion on Section 1.4.4 in [KL05]).
Our second application concerns the weak limit of and EI process X ending at zero,
conditioned on remaining above ´ε, as ε Ñ 0. The limiting process is called the Vervaat
transform of X, and is defined as:
Vt “ X¨`ρ mod 1
Theorem 3. Let X be an EI process with α “ 0 which is both upward and downward regular.
Consider ε ą 0 and let Xε have the law of X conditionally on X1 ą ´ε. Then X
ε dÑ V as
εÑ 0.
Note that the above theorem always applies to infinite variation EI processes thanks to
Theorem 1. The above theorem was proved when X is a Brownian bridge from 0 to 0 of
length 1 by Durrett, Iglehart and Miller in [DIM77]. The form given above is taken from
[CUB15] and is more general, but is actually a simple consequence of the results in that
paper. What was lacking in the latter reference is the zero-one law at the minimum of our
Theorem 2 and, in particular, the fact that all infinite variation EI processes reach their
minimum continuously.
Our next application is to extend the description of the convex minorant of a Le´vy process
of [PUB12] to the EI setting. In the latter reference, it is noted that this description gives
another interpretation of a fundamental fact of the fluctuation theory of Le´vy processes,
namely, the Pecherskii-Rogozin identity of [PR69]. We will consider EI processes which do
not have piecewise linear trajectories. By considering the extremal case, this happens if and
only if
NPL: σ ą 0 or
ř
i 1βi‰0 “ 8.
We will call theses processes of the NPL type. The setting of infinite variation EI processes
of Theorem 1 is an important step in the proof.
Definition. The convex minorant of a ca`dla`g function f : r0, 1s Ñ R is the greatest convex
function c that is bounded above by f . The excursion set is the open set
O “ tt P r0, 1s : fptq ą cptqu .
Its maximal components, intervals of the form pg, dq, are termed excursion intervals and
they have an associated length d´ g, increment fpdq´ fpgq , slope pfpdq´ fpgqq{pd´ gq and
excursion eptq “ fpt` gq ´ cpg ` sq defined for t P r0, d ´ gs.
Recall that an upper bounded family of convex functions has a convex supremum, which
explains why the convex minorant exists. Let C be the convex minorant of an EI process X
of the NPL type. As stated in the next result, its excursion set
O “ tt P r0, 1s : Xt ą Ctu
5is open and of Lebesgue measure 1. We will consider the following precise ordering of the ex-
cursion intervals. Let pVi, i ě 1q be an iid sequence of uniform random variables on r0, 1s and
let pg1, d1q, pg2, d2q, . . . be the sequence of distinct excursion intervals which are successively
discovered by the sequence pViq. With them, we can define the sequence of lengths, slopes
and excursions
`
ei
˘
. We will also consider the partition induced by a stick-breaking scheme
based on pViq: define
S0 “ 0, Sn`1 “ Sn ` Ln and Ln`1 “ p1´ SnqVn`1.
Then pLiq is the uniform stick-breaking process and S is the partition of r0, 1s induced by
its cumulative sums. Note that this is a very sparse partition of r0, 1s which we can use to
analyze X by considering: XSi ´XSi´1 and the sequence of Knight bridges where K
i
t is the
Knight transform of X ´XSi´1 on r0, Lis. The Knight transform of an EI process Y starting
at zero on an interval r0, ts and satisfying UM is obtained by first defining the Knight bridge
Ks “ Ys ´ sYt{t, letting ρ be the location of its (unique) minimum to finally define
s ÞÑ Kpρ`sqmod t ´Kρ ^Kρ´ for s P r0, ts.
Theorem 4. Assume that the EI process X satisfies NPL. Then, its excursion set O is open
and of Lebesgue measure 1 and the following equality in law holds:`
di ´ gi,Xdi ´Xgi , e
i
˘
iě1
d
“
`
Li,XSi ´XSi´1 ,K
i
˘
iě1
.
Recent papers have used the above description of the convex minorant (in the Le´vy process
case) to develop an exact simulation method for the maximum of a stable process (found in
[GMU18a]) and an approximate simulation method (albeit very efficient, cf. [GMU18b]) for
the maximum of Le´vy processes whose one-dimensional distributions can be sampled exactly.
This is particularly relevant to Monte Carlo methods for ruin probabilities with finite and
deterministic horizon. In [CM15], the classical Cramer-Lundberg ruin process is generalized
to an exchangeable increment process on r0,8q to relax the independence between claim
sizes; these are mixtures of Le´vy processes. In contrast to the classical setting, when working
under the classical net profit condition, the ruin probability might not converge to zero as the
initial capital goes to infinity and a new net profit condition is needed. In the finite-horizon
case, we would be dealing with an EI process of the type considered here; Theorem 4 would
give us access to the ruin probabilities.
We end this section with a few comments on the organization of the paper. Our main
result is Theorem 1; all others have a simple proof from Theorem 1 and more specialized
results from the literature. A brief outline of the proof of Theorem 1, which explains the
organization of the paper, is as follows.
Step 1: Assume α, σ “ 0 and βj ě 0 for every j (if βj ď 0, apply this step to ´X).
‚ DpXq “ 8: This follows from results of [Fri72].
‚ DpXq “ ´8: We use an exponential change of measure (which reduces to the well
known Esscher transform if X is a Le´vy process), with parameters θ P R and
T P p0, 1q, to deduce thatDpXq “ αθ{T`DpXθq, whereXθ is another EI process,
αθ is a random variable (not independent of Xθ, although for Le´vy processes,
αθ is deterministic). A lower bound on the probability that an EI process with
positive jumps is non-positive (found in [Sat99] for Le´vy processes) implies that
DpXθq ď 0. It remains to notice that the infinite variation hypothesis gives us
αθ Ñ ´8 when θ Ñ ´8, thereby proving Theorem 1 in this case.
Step 2: Assume σ ‰ 0 or
ř
j |βj | “ 8; also set α “ 0.
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‚ DpXq “ ´8: We note that the aforementioned lower bound is valid when σ ‰ 0
and that it works along deterministic subsequences, so that lim infnÑ8Xtn{tn ď
0 whenever tn Ó 0 and X has only positive jumps and a Brownian component.
We then write X “ Xp ` Xn, where Xp and Xn are independent, Xn only
has negative jumps and Xp only has positive jumps and contains the Brownian
component (if any). If Xp or Xn has finite variation, we use [Kal05, Cor. 3.30]
and Step 2. Hence, assume both have infinite variation. We then get a random
subsequence Tn Ó 0 such that X
p
Tn
{Tn Ñ ´8 and, using independence, we get
lim infXnTn{Tn ď 0. Hence, we obtain DpXq “ ´8.
‚ DpXq “ 8: Apply the previous case to ´X.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present a simplified proof following the
outline above in the setting of Le´vy processes. This is because the exponential change of
measure and lower bounds on probabilities discussed above are already known. In Section 3,
we consider Theorem 1 in the case of EI processes. Here, we state and prove the exponential
change of measure and lower bounds for probabilities. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to the
applications of our results, and contains the proofs of Theorems 2, 3 and 4.
2. The Le´vy process case
We now illustrate the proof of Theorem 1 in the case of Le´vy processes. This proof is
the only one published that does not use fluctuation theory for Le´vy processes and can be
considered to be simpler. It is based on basic facts on Le´vy processes and on the Esscher
transform. The reader might consult [Ber96] and [Sat99] for these basic facts, some of which
we now recall. In particular, Le´vy processes satisfy the Blumenthal 0-1 law and therefore the
random variables DpXq and DpXq are actually constant.
Recall that X can be written as the independent sum of two Le´vy processes X1 and X2,
where X1 has bounded jumps and X2 is compound Poisson. Since limtÑ0X
2
t {t exists and is
finite, we see that it suffices to prove Theorem 1 when X has bounded jumps.
Assume then, that the jumps of X are bounded by 1; we can then determine X by its
Laplace transform
E
´
eλXt
¯
“ etΨpλq where Ψpλq “ αλ` λ2σ2{2`
ż
r´1,1s
reλx ´ 1´ λxspipdxq
by the Le´vy-Kintchine formula. Let X be a Le´vy process whose paths have infinite variation;
equivalently, we assume that
σ2 ą 0 or
ż
|x| pipdxq “ 8.
The Le´vy measure pi, which is concentrated on r´1, 1s, satisfiesż
x2 pipdxq ă 8.
In other words, the characteristic triplet of X is pα, σ, piq.
The following result is a trivial extension of the well-known Esscher change of measure for
Le´vy processes, as found in [Kyp14]. It will imply that the superior and inferior limits in
Theorem 1 are not finite. Let Ft “ σpXs : s ď tq.
Proposition 5 (Esscher transform). Fix θ P R. Define the measure Q by its restriction to
Ft by
Q|Ft “ e
θXt´tΨpθq ¨ P|Ft .
7Then, under Q, the stochastic process X is a Le´vy process whose Laplace exponent is:
Ψθpλq “ Ψpλ` θq ´Ψpθq .
In particular, the characteristic triplet of X under Q is pαθ, σ, piθq where:
αθ “ α` θσ
2 `
ż
r´1,1s
”
eθx ´ 1
ı
xpipdxq and piθpdxq “ 1r´1,1spxq e
θx pipdxq .
Note that αθ Ñ ´8 as θ Ñ ´8 when
ş
|x| pipdxq “ 8 or σ2 ą 0.
We now specialize to the spectrally positive case and then use a (simple) argument to
deduce the general case.
2.1. The spectrally positive case. We now focus on the spectrally positive case, which
corresponds to when pi is concentrated on r0, 1s. When X is spectrally positive, a general
result of Fristedt implies that lim suptÑ0 |Xt| {t “ 8; cf. the proof of part A of Theorem
1 in [Fri72]. Since Xt{t is a reverse martingale with no negative jumps (when t decreases)
which does not converge (because of the preceeding phrase), Proposition 7.19 in [Kal02] tells
us that DpXq “ 8.
To prove that DpXq “ ´8, we use the following result of Sato for spectrally positive Le´vy
processes.
Lemma 6. If X is a spectrally positive Le´vy process with parameters pα, σ, piq with jumps
bounded by 1 and α “ EpX1q ď 0 then PpXt ď 0q ě 1{16 for all t ě 0. Also, for any
deterministic sequence tn Ñ 0,
lim inf
nÑ8
Xtn
tn
ď 0.
The first statement is Proposition 46.8 in [Sat99]; the proof is simple and based on in-
equalities of the Paley-Zygmund type (based on exponentials of X1) and on properties of
the Laplace exponent. However, it should be noted that the theorem cannot hold for all α
(consider α Ñ 8, so that PpXt ď 0q Ñ 0), and that the proof is valid when α ď 0. The
second statement is found in penultimate paragraph of the proof of Theorem 47.1 of [Sat99]
and basically follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma and the first part of Lemma 6; however,
in the proof, one uses that α ď 0, so that it remains valid. We reprove the lemma in the EI
setting using Lemma 11 below.
Proof of Theorem 1 for totally asymmetric Le´vy processes. As before, we restrict ourselves
to the spectrally positive case with jumps bounded by 1.
Note in particular, that the above result implies that DpXq ď 0 for any spectrally positive
Le´vy as in its statement. On the other hand, by absolute continuity, we see that DpXq takes
the same constant value both under P and under Q. Hence, we can write
DpXq “ αθ `DpX˜q
where X˜ is a spectrally positive Le´vy process of characteristics p0, σ, piθq. By the preceeding
lemma, DpX˜q ď 0. As we remarked, αθ Ñ ´8 as θ Ñ ´8, so that DpXq “ ´8. We deduce
that for all α P R, DpX ` α Idq “ ´8. 
2.2. The general case. Let X be a Le´vy process of infinite variation and bounded jumps.
If suffices to prove DpXq “ ´8 for any such process and then apply this to ´X to conclude
that also DpXq “ 8. Using the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition, we write it as X “ Xneg ` Xpos
where Xi are independent Le´vy processes, where Xneg is spectrally negative and Xpos is
spectrally positive; this can be achieved with EpXpost q “ 0 so that Lemma 6 applies. In
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particular, from Theorem 1 for totally asymmetric Le´vy processes (proved in Subsection
2.1),DpXnegq “ ´8. Hence, there exists a random sequence Vn Ó 0 such that X
neg
Vn
ď ´nVn.
Since Xneg is independent of Xpos and Xpos is spectrally positive, Lemma 6 implies that
lim infnÑ8X
pos
Vn
{Vn ď 0. We then conclude that
lim inf
tÑ0
Xt
t
ď lim inf
nÑ8
XVn
Vn
ď lim inf
nÑ8
X
pos
Vn
Vn
´ n “ ´8.
3. Dini derivatives of EI processes in the totally asymmetric case
In this section, we prove Theorem 1; it suffices to prove it for extremal EI process and
obtain the general case by mixing. For concreteness, we assume that X is extremal and only
has positive jumps, so that βi ě 0.
We first show that Dini derivatives are constant.
Proposition 7. Let X be an extremal EI process of parameters pα, 0, βq. Then
DpXq “ c1 and DpXq “ c2
for some constants c1, c2 P r´8,8s.
Proof. Fix any k P N, and define X
p´kq
t “ αt ` σbt `
ř8
j“k`1 βj
“
1Ujďt ´ t
‰
. Hence, for any
t ă mintUi : i P rksu we have
Xt
t
“
X
p´kq
t
t
´
kÿ
1
βi,
which implies
(4) lim
tÓ0
Xt
t
“ lim
tÓ0
X
p´kq
t
t
´
kÿ
1
βi,
for any k. Let
G “
č
εPp0,1q
σpbs : s ď εq .
The (local) absolute continuity of the Brownian bridge with respect to Brownian motion, and
the Blumenthal zero-one law for the latter imply that G is trivial. Let Fk “ σpUk, Uk`1, . . .q
and note that G is independent of (any σ-a´lgebra but in particular) Fk. As noted in the proof
of [Ber96, Prop. I§2.4], the argument for Kolmogorov’s zero one law tells us that
Ş
k G _Fk
is trivial. Since the right-hand side of (4) is G _Fk-measurable, we deduce that the left-hand
side is
Ş
k G _Fk-measurable and therefore trivial. A similar argument works for the lower
Dini derivative. 
We will proceed as in the case of Le´vy processes: we first give a change of measure for
EI processes, analogous to the Esscher transformation, which has the effect of transforming
the drift and the jumps. As in the Le´vy case, DpXq “ 8 follows from simple results of the
literature. We then use martingale arguments to prove that DpXq ď 0. Finally, our change
of measure will imply that DpXq “ ´8.
Proposition 8 (Change of measure). Let X “ pXt, t P r0, 1sq be an extremal EI process with
(deterministic) characteristics pα, σ, βq, defined on the probability space pΩ,F ,Pq. Then
E
´
eθXt
¯
“ eθ
2σ2tp1´tq{2
8ź
j“1
”
e´θβjt r1´ ts ` eθβjp1´tqt
ı
ă 8
9for all t P r0, 1s and θ P R.
Fix T P p0, 1q, θ P R and let Ft “ σpXs : s ď tq. Define Q on FT by
QpAq “
EP
`
1Ae
θXT
˘
EpeθXtq
.
Under Q, the stochastic process pXt, t ď T q is an EI process whose (random) characteristics
pαθ, σ, βθq have the following law. Let pBjq be independent Bernoulli random random variables
with parameter pj given by
(5) pj “
Teθbj
Teθbj ` p1´ T q
.
Then
αθ “ αT ` θσ `
ÿ
j
βj rBj ´ T s and β
θ
j “ βjBj,
where
ř
j βj rBj ´ T s converges almost surely and in L1.
If α “ 0 and either σ ą 0 or
ř
i 1βi‰0 “ 8 then E
`
eλXt
˘
Ñ8 as λÑ 8.
Remark. When X is a finite variation EI process, driven by the two parameters pα˜, βq
(rather than pα, 0, βq, ) as explained in Section 1, then X under Q is also of finite variation
and is driven by the two parameters pα˜T, βθq. Hence, D
`
Xθ
˘
“ D
`
Xθ
˘
“ α˜, which does not
depend on θ; the interpretation is that, in this case, the change of measure is not adding a
drift. If we choose not to reparametrize with pα˜, βθq, the finite variation case is characterized
by the fact that αθ is bounded in θ. On the other hand, if X is of infinite variation, we shall
see that αθ stochastically increases from ´8 to 8.
Proof. Let us begin with the finitude of the moment generating function of X. Use the
canonical representation Xt “ αt` σbt `
ř
i βj
“
1Ujďt ´ t
‰
. Define
φpt, θ, βq “ e´θβjt r1´ ts ` eθβjp1´tqt.
Note that,
E
ˆ
e
θ
”
βj1Ujďt´t
ı˙
“ φpt, θ, βjq .
For fixed t, θ, we have
φpt, θ, βq “ 1`
1
2
`
θ2t´ θ2t2
˘
β2 `O
`
β3
˘
as β Ñ 0. Therefore,
ś8
j“1 φpt, θ, βjq exists, since β is square summable. By Fatou’s lemma,
we see that
E
´
eθXt
¯
ď eαθt`θ
2σ2tp1´tq lim
nÑ8
ź
jďn
E
ˆ
e
θ
”
βj1Ujďt´t
ı˙
ď eαθt`θ
2σ2tp1´tq
8ź
j“1
φpt, θ, βjq ă 8.
But then, Ho¨lder’s inequality implies the log-concavity of θ ÞÑ E
`
eθXt
˘
, which is then enough
to obtain uniform integrability of the sequence Xn “ X ´
ř
jąn βj
“
1Ujďt ´ t
‰
, which then
implies the stated infinite product formula for the moment generating function of Xt.
Consider now a sequence V “ pVjq of independent uniform p0, 1q random variables, which
is independent of b and the pUjq and define Bj “ 1Vjďpj . Note that obviously
ř
β2jB
2
j ă 8.
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Regarding αθ, we use the Kolmogorov three series theorem. Indeed, since the sequence pβjq
is bounded, so is the sequence pβj rBj ´ T sq. On the other hand, we have
E
˜
nÿ
j“1
βj rBj ´ T s
¸
“
nÿ
j“1
T p1´ T qβj
eθβj ´ 1
Teθβj ` p1´ T q
“ O
˜
8ÿ
j“1
β2j
¸
.
Finally, we see that
Var
˜
nÿ
j“1
βj rBj ´ T s
¸
“
nÿ
j“1
β2j pjp1´ pjq ď
8ÿ
j“1
β2j .
Consider also the process
Xθt “ α
θt{T ` θσbt{T `
ÿ
j
βjBj
”
1Ujďt{T ´ t{T
ı
defined on r0, T s. Note that Xθ is an EI process on r0, T s with random characteristics
pαθ, σθ, βθq; we finish the proof by comparing, through moment generating functions, the
finite-dimensional distributions of the increments of X under Q and of Xθ (under P).
First of all, by independence of U and b; since the law of b under eθbT ¨ P equals that of
b ` σθ Id (as can be proved through the Gaussian character of b), it suffices to prove the
theorem when σ “ 0. Since α is deterministic, it also suffices to consider α “ 0.
Let 0 “ t0 ď t1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tn “ T and λ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , λn P R. Using similar arguments as for justify-
ing the exchange of expectation and infinite products in the computation of the generating
function, we first see that
E
˜
nź
i“1
eλirXti´Xti´1seθXT
¸
“
ź
j
E
˜
nź
i“1
e
λi
”
αpti´ti´1q`σpbti´bti´1q`βj1ti´1ďUjďti
ı
e
θ
”
αT`σbT`βj1UjďT
ı¸
.
Therefore, the Laplace transform of pXt1 , . . . ,Xtnq is finite under Q and
EQ
˜
nź
i“1
eλirXti´Xti´1s
¸
“
1
EPpeθXT q
EP
˜
nź
i“1
eλirXti´Xti´1seθXT
¸
“
1
EPpeθXT q
8ź
j“1
EP
˜
nź
i“1
e
λiβjr1UjPrti´1,tis´pti´ti´1qse
θβj r1UjPr0,T s´T s
¸
.
By considering the interval of the partition rti´1, tis on which Uj falls, and recalling the
definition of pj in (5), we get
EQ
˜
nź
i“1
eλirXti´Xti´1s
¸
“
1
EPpeθXT q
8ź
j“1
e´θβjT´βj
řn
i“1 λipti´ti´1q
«
p1´ T q `
nÿ
i“1
pti ´ ti´1qe
pλi`θqβj
ff
“
8ź
j“1
e´βj
řn
i“1 λipti´ti´1q
«
p1´ pjq `
nÿ
i“1
ti ´ ti´1
T
pje
λiβj
ff
.
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Recall that α and σ are zero in the definition of αθ and Xθ. On the other hand, using the
definition of Xθ, we can use the distributional assumptions on B and U (first independence,
then conditioning on B, and finally considering the inverval rti´1, tiq on which Uj falls) to
obtain
ź
j
E
˜
nź
i“1
e
λiβjrBj´T s
ti´ti´1
T
`λiβjBj
”
1TUjPpti´1,tiq
´
ti´ti´1
T
ı¸
“
ź
j
e´
řn
i“1 λiβjpti´ti´1qE
´”
p1´ pjq ` pje
řn
i“1 λiβj1TUjPpti´1,tiq
ı¯
“
ź
j
e´
řn
i“1 λiβjpti´ti´1q
«
p1´ pjq ` pj
nÿ
i“1
eλiβj
ti ´ ti´1
T
ff
The preceding equation shows that the increments of the left-hand side have the same law
as the corresponding increments of βjr1Ujď¨ ´ ¨s under Q, for every j. Thus,
ź
j
E
˜
nź
i“1
e
λiβjrBj´T s
ti´ti´1
T
`λiβjBj
”
1TUjPpti´1,tiq
´
ti´ti´1
T
ı¸
“ EQ
˜
nź
i“1
eλirXti´Xti´1s
¸
ă 8.
Similarly as in the proof of Proposition 8, using Fatou’s lemma and Ho¨lder’s inequality we
deduce
E
˜
nź
i“1
e
λirXθti
´Xθti´1
s
¸
“
ź
j
E
˜
nź
i“1
e
λiβjrBj´T s
ti´ti´1
T
`λiβjBj
”
1TUjPpti´1,tiq
´
ti´ti´1
T
ı¸
.
Hence the finite-dimensional distributions of X under Q and Xθ under P are the same.
The last part of the statement follows from the fact that if ξ is any random variable on R
with finite generating function g, then gp8q “ 8 whenever Ppξ ą 0q ą 0. The hypotheses on
X are chosen so that PpXt ą 0q ą 0 for all t P p0, 1q. Indeed, when α “ 0, pXt{p1 ´ tq, t ă
1q is a martingale; the assumption PpXt ą 0q “ 0 implies E
`
X´t
˘
“ 0 which then gives
PpXt “ 0q “ 1 and our hypotheses imply that Xt has no atoms for t P p0, 1q as shown in the
proof of Lemma 1.2 in [Kni96]. 
We now consider the behavior of the drift αθ as a function of θ.
Proposition 9. The mapping θ ÞÑ αθ is stochastically non-decreasing. Also, αθ P L1, θ ÞÑ
E
`
αθ
˘
is continuous and strictly increasing and, if X is of infinite variation, E
`
αθ
˘
Ñ ˘8
as θ Ñ ˘8.
Proof. We have already proved that αθ is a convergent series (plus the couple of constants
α and θσ); it is absolutely divergent in the infinite variation case and otherwise absolutely
convergent. Using our explicit construction of the random variables Bj as 1Vjďpj and the
definiton of pj in (5), we note that the βjrBj ´T s are increasing in θ, which implies the same
for αθ.
Recall that αθ is (modulo a constant) a series of independent random variables taking two
values, whose means and variances are summable. Hence αθ P L1 and
E
´
αθ
¯
“ α` θσ ` T p1´ T q
ÿ
j
βj
eθβj ´ 1
Teθβj ` p1´ T q
.
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The above summands are O
´
θβ2j
¯
, uniformly for θ on compact sets. This implies the conti-
nuity of θ ÞÑ E
`
αθ
˘
. But the mapping
θ ÞÑ βj
eθβj ´ 1
Teθβj ` p1´ T q
is strictly increasing, and monotone convergence inplies the same for θ ÞÑ E
`
αθ
˘
. Finally,
note that the preceding function of θ goes to ˘βj as θ Ñ ˘8. When X is of infinite variation,
Fatou’s lemma can be applied to the series for E
`
αθ
˘
, as the summands in its definition it
are either all positive or all negative, and conclude that E
`
αθ
˘
Ñ ˘8 as θ Ñ ˘8. 
We now give a version of Lemma 6 for EI processes, as well as a simple lemma which uses
it.
Lemma 10. Let X be an extremal EI process with parameters p0, σ, βq such that βi ď 0 for
all i. Then PpXt ě 0q ě 1{16 for every t ď 1{2.
Proof. Assume we have proved that
(6) E
´
e2λXt
¯
ď E
´
eλXt
¯4
for λ ą 0 and t ď 1{2. Then, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we would obtain
PpXt ě 0q ě
`
E
`
eλXt
˘
´ E
`
eλXt ;Xt ď 0
˘˘2
Epe2λXtq
ě
`
E
`
eλXt
˘
´ 1
˘2
EpeλXtq
4
for λ ą 0.
By Proposition 8 we can chose λt such that E
`
eλtXt
˘
“ 2, which implies
PpXt ě 0q ě
1
16
.
Now, let us prove (6). First note that (6) is an equality for a Brownian bridge. Hence, by
the independence of the latter with the (purely discontinuous) jump part of X, it is enough
to assume σ “ 0. Defining
φjpλq :“ lnE
´
e
λβjr1Ujďt´ts
¯
:“ lnψjpλq,
it is enough to prove for every j P N that
(7) 0 ď 4φjpλq ´ φjp2λq λ ě 0.
Since the right-hand side is zero when λ “ 0, proving it has a non-negative derivative implies
Equation (7). Taking the derivative with respect to λ, we need to prove that
0 ď4
βjp1´ tqte
λβjp1´tq ` βjp´tqp1´ tqe
λβjp´tq
ψjpλq
´ 2
βjp1´ tqte
2λβjp1´tq ` βjp´tqp1´ tqe
2λβjp´tq
ψjp2λq
which is equivalent to
0 ě 2
eλβj ´ 1
teλβj ` 1´ t
´
e2λβj ´ 1
te2λβj ` 1´ t
.
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and further equivalent, since the denominators are positive by convexity of the exponential
function, to
1´ t` pt´ 2qeλβj ` p1` tqe2λβj ´ te3λβj ě 0
As before, the left-hand side at λ “ 0 is zero, hence, it suffices to prove its derivative is
non-negative. We apply an analogous reasoning by evaluation at λ “ 0, differentiation and
division by βje
λβj (which is negative) three times! The sequence of derivatives, taking out
the factor βje
λβj are
t´ 2` 2p1 ` tqeλβj ´ 3te2λβj ,
2p1` tq ´ 6teλβj and
´ 6teλβj ď 0.
The penultimate function is non-negative at λ “ 0 when t P r0, 1{2s. The last inequality
then shows that the penultimate one is non-negative, which we can then bootstrap to show
inequality (7). 
The choose of λt such that fpλtq “ 2 in the preceding proof, seems arbitrary; the reader
can check it gives the best bound obtainable by this method.
Lemma 11. Let X “ pXt, t ě 0q be a ca`dla`g process such that, for some sequence tn Ó 0, the
random variable lim infnXtn{tn is constant. Assume that, for some ε, c ą 0, PpXt ď 0q ą c
for every t P r0, εs. Then, lim infnXtn{tn ď 0.
Remark. Note that the above can be applied when the augmented initial σ-a´lgebra of X,
given by Xεą0σpXs : s ď εq, is trivial (hence for Feller processes) or in the case of extremal
EI processes by mimicking the proof of Proposition 7; in this case, we can apply the result
to any sequence tn Ó 0.
Also, by mixing,we deduce from the above two lemmas that if X is an EI process with
random characteristics pα, σ, βq, where α ď 0 and βi ě 0 almost surely, then lim infnXtn{tn ď
0 almost surely for any sequence tn Ó 0.
Proof. By contrapositive, assume that lim infnXtn{tn ą 0 almost surely. Then:
lim
NÑ8
PpXtN ď 0q ď lim
NÑ8
PpXtn ď 0 for some n ě Nq
“ PpXtn ď 0 infinitely oftenq
“ P
ˆ
lim inf
n
Xtn
tn
ď 0
˙
“ 0. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 in the case of totally asymmetric EI processes. The
proof is similar to the one for (spectrally positive) Le´vy processes given in Section 2.
Proof of Theorem 1 when α, σ “ 0 and βi ě 0. We first prove that DpXq “ 8. Define the
measure βpdxq “
ř
δβjPdx. Using Fubini’s theoremż 1
0
βpt,8qdt “
ż 1
0
ż 8
t
βpdxq dt “
ż 8
0
ż 1^x
0
dt βpdxq “
ÿ
βj ^ 1 “ 8.
Hence, we obtain for any k ě 1ż 1
0
βpkt,8qdt “
ż k
0
βpt,8qdu{k “ 8.
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It follows that, for infinitely many t P p0, 1q we have |∆Xt| ą kt, which in turn implies
|Xt| ą kt{2 or |Xt´| ą kt{2, for such t. Since k was arbitrary, we have limtÓ0 |Xt|{t “ 8.
Note that pXt{t, t P p0, 1sq is a backward martingale (here, it is important that we restricted
ourselves to the case α “ 0) without positive jumps. Note that it does not converge, thanks
to the preceding paragraph. The process N “ p´X´t{t, t P r´1, 0qq is therefore a martingale
without positive jumps (divergent almost surely). If we define τc as the first time N reaches
c P R`, then pc ´ N´t^τc ,´1 ď t ă 0q is a non-negative martingale. By the martingale
convergence theorem N¨^τc converges a.s. to a finite limit as t Ò 0. If τc were infinite, N
itself would therefore converge; hence, τc is almost surely finite. Since c was arbitrary, then
limtÒ0N´t “ 8, which implies limtÓ0Xt{t “ 8. (The above argument was taken from [Ber01]
and [Fri72]). We have proved that DpXq “ 8 for any extremal EI process with parameters
pα, 0, βq of infinite variation when βi ě 0 for all i. Taking mixtures, we can let α and β be
random, as long as
ř
i βi “ 8 almost surely. We use this remark in the following paragraph.
We now prove that DX “ ´8. We now apply a change of measure (through Proposition
8) to X; call the resulting measure Qθ to stress the dependence on θ. Write αθ Id {T `Y θ for
the (random parameter) EI process whose law is Qθ. Recall from Proposition 7 that DX is a
constant. Since Qθ is absolutely continuous with respect to P then DpXq “ αθ{T `D
`
Y θ
˘
.
Even if Y θ has random parameters, they jumps are almost surely positive. The remark
following Lemmas 10 and 11 implies that D
`
Y θ
˘
ď 0 almost surely. Taking expectations we
see that
DpXq “ EpDpXqq “ E
´
αθ{T
¯
` E
´
D
´
Y θ
¯¯
ď E
´
αθ{T
¯
Ñ ´8
as θ Ñ ´8, since E
`
αθ{T
˘
Ñ ´8 by Proposition 9. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As before, assume that α “ 0 and focus only on the statement DpXq “
8, since we can at the end apply it to ´X. Write X “ Xp ` Xn, where Xp and Xn are
independent extremal EI processes with parameters p0, σ, βpq and p0, 0, βnq, where βp are the
positive terms of β and β´ the negative ones. We have proved Theorem 1 for Xp and for Xn
if they are of infinite variation. If one of them is of finite variation, then the other one must
be of infinite variation, and then Theorem 1 holds for X. Hence, we can assume that both
Xp and Xn are of infinite variation.
But then, there exists a random sequence Tn Ó 0 such that X
n
Tn
{Tn Ñ ´8 thanks to
Theorem 1 for spectrally negative EI processes (just proved). Since pTnq is independent of
Xp, we can apply Lemmas 10 and 11 to conclude that lim infnX
p
Tn
{Tn ď 0. We conclude
that DpXq ď lim infnXTn{Tn “ ´8. 
4. Further applications
We now move on to the applications of Theorem 1, which were stated as Theorems 2, 3 and
4. We already mentioned that Theorem 3 follows from the same arguments as in [CUB15]
once we have Theorem 1. Again, it suffices to prove the theorems for extremal EI processes.
4.1. An extension of Millar’s zero-one law at the minimum. To prove Theorem 2,
we will use a representation of the post minimum process associated to an EI process found
in [Ber93] which is now recalled.
Let X be an extremal EI process with parameters pα, σ, βq; according to [Kal05, Ch. 2],
such a process is a semimartingale. Let τ “ suptt P r0, 1s : X1 “ Xt ^Xt´u be the time of
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the ultimate infimum. Define the post-infimum process XÝÑ as
XÝÑptq “
#
Xτ`t ´X1 t ď 1´ τ
: t ą 1´ τ,
(where : is a cemetery state) and the reversed pre-infimum process XÐÝ as
XÐÝptq “
#
Xpτ´tq´ ´X1 t ď τ
: t ą τ.
We introduce two processes XÒ and XÓ as in [Ber93]. Since X is a semimartingale, it has a
semimartingale local time at zero denoted L; this local time is actually zero unless σ ą 0 in
which case
Lt “ lim
εÓ0
σ2
2ε
ż t
0
1|Xs|ďε ds.
Consider the time spent at p0,8q and p´8, 0s up to time t of X, that is
A`t “
ż t
0
1Xsą0ds and A
´
t “
ż t
0
1Xsď0ds,
and consider also their right-continuous inverses α˘ptq “ infts : A˘s ą tu. It can be seen by
a picture, that using the time change α` on X consist on erasing the jumps of X that fall
on p´8, 0s and closing up the gaps (similarly for α´). The process of juxtaposition of the
excursions in p0,8q is given by
XÒptq “
˜
X¨ `
ÿ
0ăsď¨
r1Xsď0X
`
s´ ` 1Xsą0X
´
s´s ` L
¸
pα`ptqq.
We remark that an excursion in p0,8q includes the possible initial positive jump across 0
and excludes the possible ultimate negative jump across 0. The process of juxtaposition of
the excursions in p´8, 0s is given by
XÓptq “
˜
X¨ ´
ÿ
0ăsď¨
r1Xsď0X
`
s´ ` 1Xsą0X
´
s´s ´ L
¸
pα´ptqq.
By establishing a bijection for discrete-time EI processes and passing to the limit, Bertoin
obtains the following result.
Theorem 12 (Theorem 3.1 in [Ber93]). Let X be an extremal EI process on r0, 1s with
parameters pα, σ, βq. Then, the following equality in law holds
pXÝÑ,´XÐÝq
d
“ pXÒ,XÓq.
We first establish the following simple result for EI processes.
Lemma 13. When X satisfies UM, we have P
`
XUj or XUj´ “ 0
˘
“ 0 for every j P N.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1.2 in [Kni96] we see that UM implies that PpXt “ xq “ 0
for any t P p0, 1q and x P R. Fix any j P N and define Xjt “ Xt ´ βjr1Ujďt ´ ts. Since
XUj “ βjp1´ Ujq `X
j
Uj
, then
P
`
XUj “ 0
˘
“ P
´
βjp1´ Ujq `X
j
Uj
“ 0
¯
“
ż 1
0
P
´
βjp1´ tq `X
j
t “ 0
¯
dt “ 0.
The statement for the left limit follows by time-reversibility. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let X be an EI process satisfying UM. The previous lemma tells us
that X does not jump into or from 0.
Assume that X is irregular upward. Then, X remains negative up to the time
τ`0 “ inftt ą 0 : Xt ą 0u,
which is strictly positive. We actually have τ`0 ă 1 since otherwise the only positive value
that X has to take, by assumption, would be taken at time 1, by a jump, and X does not
jump at 1. The trajectory of X up to τ`0 might comprise several excursions below zero and
we will be interested in the first one, which ends at the random time
T “ min tt ą 0 : Xt ě 0u ď τ
`
0 .
Recall the definition of τ as the time of the last minimum. Let us prove that
(8) 0 ă ∆Xτ almost surely.
Note that
∆Xτ “ ∆XÝÑ0
d
“ ∆XÒ0 “ ∆Xτ`
0
,
where the equality in distribution holds by Theorem 12. Since we do not jump into or from
0, then ∆Xτ`
0
“ 0 if and only if Xτ`
0
“ 0 and X is continuous at τ`0 . Assume that ∆Xτ`
0
“ 0
has positive probability. Then the reversed pre-infimum process would hit zero twice (and
the process X would hit its infimum twice); this is impossible under UM. Indeed, note that
X “ XÓ on r0, T s, and that from the construction of the pre-minimum process in Theorem
12, T has the same distribution as S where
S “ inf
!
t ą 0 : XÐÝt “ 0
)
“ τ ´ sup ts ă τ : Xt´ “ X1u .
When ∆Xτ`
0
“ 0, then T ą 0 and XT “ 0. Hence, with positive probability, we would
have that S ă τ and XS´ “ X1, so that the minimum of X is reached at least twice. The
contradiction follows from negating (8), which proves its validity.
Conversely, assume X jumps from its infimum with positive probability. Then equation
(8) holds true (though only with positive probability). Since X is continuous at zero, then
τ`0 P p0, 1q, which implies X is in p´8, 0s on p0, τ
`
0 q. This means X is irregular upward with
positive probability; being irregular upward is a tail event for the uniform random variables
defining X, therefore, its probability is zero or one.
Using similar arguments we can prove X is irregular downward if and only if X jumps to
its infimum.
Finally, Theorem 1 shows that X is both regular upward and downward when it is of
infinite variation, so that X reaches its minimum continuously. 
4.2. EI processes conditioned to remain positive. The aim of this subsection is to prove
Theorem 3. As before, let X be an extremal EI process with parameters p0, σ, βq. Assume
that X is both upward and downward regular. Since α “ 0, either X has infinite activity
(
ř
i 1βi‰0 “ 8) or a Gaussian component (σ “ 0). Otherwise, X would have piecewise linear
trajectories with the same slope
ř
i βi; but then, X would not be either upward or downward
regular. Hence, X satisfies UM; let τ be the unique time X reaches its minimum. Theorem
3 tells us that X is continuous at τ . Corollary 3.1 in [CUB15] tells us that under these
hypotheses, the law of X conditioned to remain above ´ε converges weakly to the Vervaat
transform of X, given by Xρ`¨ ´ Xρ. What was needed in the above cited corollary were
conditions that would allow one to apply it and we have identified them in terms of regularity
of both half-lines. In the particular case when X is of infinite variation, Theorem 1 tells us
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that X is both upward and downward regular and that therefore, the conclusion of Theorem
3 is satisfied.
The reader might wonder why we had to impose α “ 0. The reference [CUB15] has a
description of what could be the limit when α ą 0 and β “ 0 (that is, for a brownian
bridge from 0 to α). The candidate for a limit is described as a random shift, just as the
Vervaat transformation for the case α “ 0, but it needs a bicontinuous family of (non-zero!)
local times in its definition. Defining such a process for an EI process is an open problem;
semimartingale local times are only non-zero when σ ą 0, so a different approach is needed.
Note that a limit theorem is not provided in [CUB15].
4.3. The convex minorant of EI processes. Let X be an extremal EI process with
parameters pα, σ, βq where, for concreteness, βi ě 0 for all i.
To prove Theorem 4, we will rely strongly on [PUB12].
First, we establish some basic properties of the convex minorant in analogy with [PUB12,
Proposition 1]. They will be fundamental in applying a transformation in Skorohod space,
which is continuous on paths satisfying the conclusion.
Proposition 14. Assume that X satisfies NPL and let C be the convex minorant of X.
Then
(1) The open set O “ tt P r0, 1s : Ct ă Xt ^Xt´u has Lebesgue measure 1.
(2) For every connected component pg, dq of O, ∆Xg∆Xd ě 0. If X has infinite variation,
∆Xg∆Xd “ 0.
(3) If pg1, d1q and pg2, d2q are connected components of O, then
Cd1 ´ Cg1
d1 ´ g1
‰
Cd2 ´ Cg2
d2 ´ g2
.
The proof of the above proposition is almost the same as the corresponding one in [PUB12].
We just need to apply different results. For example, the fact that whenX has finite variation,
DpXq “ DpXq “ α˜ (in the parametrization for this case), which is found in [Ber96, Prop. 4,
p. 81] for Le´vy processes, is now found in [Kal05, Cor. 3.30, p. 161] for EI processes. (We have
already used this result.) Or, Do¨blin’s result that non-piecewise linear Le´vy processes have
continuous distributions, has a counterpart for EI processes in [Kni96], which also contains
the fact that the minimum is reached in a unique place under NPL (which implies UM).
One also needs our extensions of Millar’s results stated in Theorem 2, as well as the fact that
lim inf
tÑ0`
XUi`t ´XUi
t
“ ´8,
at any jump time Ui of X. This follows from 1 applied to pXt ´ βir1Uiďt ´ tsq.
To prove Theorem 4, we will use the following path transformation that leaves the laws of
EI processes invariant.
Theorem 15. Let X be an extremal EI process of parameters pα, σ, βq satisfying NPL.
Define its convex minorant C and the open set of excursion intervals O as before. Let U be
an uniform random variable on p0, 1q independent of X and consider the connected component
pd, gq of O that contains U . Define the 3214 transformation XU of X by means of
XUt “
$’’’&
’’’%
XU`t ´XU , 0 ď t ă d´ U
Cd ´ Cg `Xg`t´pd`Uq ´XU d´ U ď t ď d´ g
Cd ´ Cg `Xt´pd´gq d´ g ď t ă d
Xt d ď t ď 1
.
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Then, pU,Xq
d
“ pd´ g,XU q.
Remark that U belongs almost surely to O, since the latter has Lebesgue measure 1 by
Proposition 14.
The above path transformation can be understood as follows: the random variable U is
used to select a face of the convex minorant of X, with endpoints g and d. This divides
the trajectory into 4 parts, say 1, 2, 3 and 4 which are then rearranged as 3, 2, 1, 4. Parts 1
and 4 have the same convex minorant as X, with the selected face removed. Parts 3 and
2 are interpreted as an inverse Vervaat transformation; the original trajectory 2 and 3 can
be obtained as the Vervaat transform of the Knight bridge of XU on r0, d ´ gs. Once of
the consequences is that d ´ g has the same law as U , which is a remarkable universality
result for exchangeable increment processes and is responsible for the stick breaking process
of Theorem 4. Indeed, we just need to iterate the path transformation on parts 1 and 4
of the trajectory of XU . Therefore, Theorem 4 follows from Theorem 15, whose proof we
now sketch, being very similar to the proof for Le´vy processes of [PUB12]. It is based on
an analogous path transformation for discrete time EI processes stated in [AP11, Theorem
8.1] or [APRUB11, Lemma 7]; the proof of the latter is by means of a bijection between
permutations. To pass to the limit, one uses the continuity of the path transformation, on
Skorohod space, whenever the trajectory satisfies the basic properties of Proposition 14, see
Section 6.3 of [PUB12]. Continuity of the path transformation is mucho more simple when
X is of infinite variation since then X is continuous at g and d. See Section 6.2 of [PUB12].
We end the paper with an explanation of the distributional description of the maximum
(or minimum, after multiplication by ´1) of an EI process, which in discrete time is displayed
in Equation (2), and how it proves the celebrated formula due to M. Kac, which in discrete
time is Equation (1). Indeed, note that the infimum X1 of X on r0, 1s is the sum of the
increments of the convex minorant that are negative. Thanks to Theorem 4, this gives us the
equality in law
X1
d
“
ÿ
i
“
XSi ´XSi´1
‰´
.
Next, conditioning on the stick-breaking process L, we see that
EpX1q “ E
˜ÿ
i
“
XSi ´XSi´1
‰´¸
“
ÿ
i
EpfpSi´1, Siqq ,
where fpr, sq “ EprXs ´Xrs
´q for r ă s. However, exchangeability implies that fpr, sq “
fp0, s ´ rq, so that
EpX1q “
ÿ
i
EpgpLiqq
where gplq “ fp0, lq. Finally, recall that the uniform stick-breaking process is invariant under
size-biased permutations. Indeed, it is itself a size-biased permutation of a non-decreasing
sequence; cf. [Pit95, Corollaries 7 and 8] or the following comment from [Pit06, p. 57]: [The
uniform stick-breaking process] has the same distribution as the size-biased permutation of
the jumps of the Dirichlet process[...]. In particular, if conditionally on L, the index I has
the law
PpI “ i |Lq “ Li,
then L1
d
“ LI . Hence, we obtain that for any h : r0, 1s Ñ R´,
E
˜ÿ
i
hpLiqLi
¸
“ EphpLIqq “ EphpL1qq “
ż 1
0
hpsq ds.
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Applying the above result to hplq “ gplq{l gives
EpX1q “
ż 1
0
E
`
X´l
˘
l
dl.
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